Audio-visual interaction in sparse representation features for noise robust audio-visual speech recognition
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate audio-visual interaction in sparse representation to obtain robust features for audio-visual speech recognition. Firstly, we introduce our system which uses sparse representation method for noise robust audio-visual speech recognition. Then, we introduce the dictionary matrix used in this paper, and consider the construction of audio-visual dictionary. Finally, we reformulate audio and visual signals as a group sparse representation problem in a combined feature-space domain, and then we improve the joint sparsity feature fusion method with the group sparse representation features and audio sparse representation features. The proposed methods are evaluated using CENSREC-1-AV database with both audio noise and visual noise. From the experimental results, we showed the effectiveness of our proposed method comparing with traditional methods.

Index Terms: sparse representation, audio-visual speech recognition, feature fusion, noise reduction, joint sparsity model

1. Introduction

The audio-visual automatic speech recognition (ASR) system [1], [2], using both acoustic speech features and visual features has been investigated and found to increase the robustness and improve the accuracy of ASR. The audio-visual ASR has achieved better performance than the audio-only ASR when the audio signal is corrupted by noise, and it can also achieve a slight improvement when the audio is clean. To improve the performance of the system, noise reduction method was often employed on speech signal. Nevertheless, in real environment for example in a car, not only the speech signal but also the visual signal are often corrupted by audio and visual noise. Therefore, noise reduction method for both speech and visual signals is still categorized into challenging tasks for the audio-visual ASR system.

Recently, sparse representation (SR) [3] has gained considerable interests in signal processing. SR is known as a type of sampling theory, which relies on the theory that many types of signals can be well approximated by a sparse expansion in terms of a suitable basis, that is, we can represent a certain signal with a small number of linear incoherent measurements. A robust audio-visual speech recognition system which has been motivated by the emerging theory of SR noise reduction [4],[5] was introduced. It shows effectiveness on both acoustic and visual speech respectively, and the feature fusion methods on audio-visual SR features were discussed.

In this paper, we investigate audio-visual interaction of the audio-visual dictionary matrix, and we reformulate audio and visual signals as a group sparse representation problem in a combined feature-space domain, and then we proposed a feature fusion method with the group sparse representation features and audio sparse representation features.

2. Sparse Representation Features

2.1. Sparse Representation Formulation

Consider an input vector \( y \in \mathbb{R}^d \), and a dictionary matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times n} (d < n) \) consisting of training vectors, and an unknown vector \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), such that \( y = Ax \). If the dictionary \( A \) is over-determined, the linear equations, \( y = Ax \), can be uniquely determined by taking the pseudo-inverse \( y = Ax \), which is a linear least squares problem. The problem can be solved by \( l_1 \) minimization:

\[
(P_1) : \arg\min \|x\|_1 \quad \text{subject to} \quad y = Ax. \tag{1}
\]

Since \( d < n \), and if \( x \) is sufficiently sparse and \( A \) is incoherent to the basis in which \( x \) is sparse, the solution which can be uniquely recovered by solving \( (P_1) \).

There are several \( l_1 \)-min solvers which can be used to solve the \( (P_1) \) problem, including orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [6], basis pursuit (BP), and LASSO. In this work, we use the OMP method to solve the \( (P_1) \) problem. The OMP solver works better when \( x \) is very sparse, and OMP is also a fast solver for the data of our work.
2.2. Noise Reduction via Sparse Representation

The speech signal is observed in an additive noise, then, a noisy signal \( m_t \), can be written as

\[
m_t = s_t + n_t,
\]

(2)

where \( s_t \) is a clean speech signal and \( n_t \) is a noise signal in time \( t \). When the SR problem \( y = Ax \) is applied to a noisy signal, the \( y = Ax \) can be rewritten as

\[
y = y_s + y_n = [A_s A_n] \begin{bmatrix} x_s^T & x_n^T \end{bmatrix}^T = Ax,
\]

(3)

where \( x_s \) indicates a vector of the noise exemplars and \( A_n \) indicates a dictionary matrix containing noise exemplars. \( x_s \) and \( A_s \) indicate the vector of speech sample and a matrix containing speech sample exemplars. The vector of \( y \) and dictionary \( A \) are feature parameters. For the case of visual speech, a signal \( m, s \), and \( n \) are facial images for each time frame \( t \) and we use eigenlip expansions as feature parameters for \( y \) and \( A \).

Equation 3 shows a linear noise reduction method, whereas an MFCC domain has the non-linear relation.

\[
F(m_t)^2 = F(s_t)^2 + F(n_t)^2
\]

(4)

where \( F(m_t) \) denotes Fourier transform of time signal \( m_t \), and \( F(m_t)^2 \) denotes power spectra of \( m_t \). Taking logarithm of power spectra by filter banks in mel-scaled frequency, their cosine transform are mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC). When the vectors, \( y, x_s \), and \( x_n \) are MFCC, the following equation stands as approximation.

\[
\exp(y) = \exp(s) + \exp(n),
\]

(5)

where \( y, s, \) and \( n \) are MFCC features of noisy speech, clean speech and noise, respectively. Note that parameters in MFCC are linear for channel distortion, such as the difference in microphones or transmission lines. The equation 3 can be written as

\[
\exp(y) = [A_{\exp(s)} A_{\exp(n)}] \begin{bmatrix} x_s^T & x_n^T \end{bmatrix}^T = Ax.
\]

(6)

To reduce the noise in speech signal, a dictionary matrix \( A \) is constructed from the entire training set including not only the clean speech samples from all \( k \) classes but also the noise samples. Then, for a given speech sample corrupted by noise, equation 6 is solved, and a coefficient vector \( x \) is obtained, so that the dominant nonzero coefficients in \( x \) reveal the true class of the speech sample. Therefore, ideally, the speech sample \( y_s \) will be mapped into the clean speech sample category and \( y_n \) will be mapped into the noise sample category of the dictionary matrix \( A \). Finally, a corresponding vector \( A_s x_s \) is formed with \( A_s \) and \( x_s \), hence, we can describe the clean speech sample as

\[
y_s = A_s x_s.
\]

(7)

3. Database and Features

3.1. CENSREC-1-AV Database

The evaluation framework CENSREC-1-AV [7] for audio-visual ASR system is utilized in this work. The data in CENSREC-1-AV is constructed by concatenating eleven Japanese connected utterance of digits from zero to nine, silence (sil), and short pause (sp). It includes a training data set and a testing data set. The training data consists of 3,234 utterances. 1,963 utterances were collected in the testing data. The testing data set includes not only clean audio and visual data but also noisy data. The audio noisy data were created by adding in-car noises recorded on city road and expressway to clean speech data at several SNR levels. Visual distortion was also conducted by simulating a driving-car condition by a gamma transformation.

3.2. Audio and Visual Features

To create the audio features, 12-dimensional MFCCs and a static log power, and their first and second derivatives are extracted from an audio frame. As a result, a 39-dimensional audio feature is obtained every 10ms. Different from the training data, the testing data include not only the clean audio and visual data but also noisy data. To ensure the recognition accuracy of baseline covers a wide range, the audio features at several SNR levels (5dB, 0dB, and -5dB) of in-car noises recorded on an expressway, and SNR levels (15dB, 10dB, and 5dB) of classical noise is also extracted.

A 30-dimensional visual feature is also computed, that consists of 10-dimensional eigenlip components [2] and their \( \Delta \) and \( \Delta \Delta \) coefficients. Feature interpolation is subsequently conducted using a 3-degree spline function in order to make the feature rate 100Hz, as same as the audio rate. Salt&Pepper noise with noise density of 0.05, Gaussian white noise with zero mean and 0.01 variance are employed in our work.

4. Methods

4.1. Audio-visual Dictionary Matrix \( A \)

In this work, we represent a given sample by a few training samples of the dictionary in the MFCC or PCA domain by solving the SR noise reduction problem. Therefore, our dictionary matrix \( A \) is constructed with the clean speech samples and noise samples that are chosen on the base of phone classes. A time-aligned transcription [7] of the training data is used to locate the frame number of a phone class. The phone list used in the CENSREC-1-AV database includes seventeen phones and sil. For phone class \( p_i(i = 1, 2, \ldots, 18) \), we randomly select a phone segment \( p_{i,x}(x = 1, 2, \ldots, q) \) corresponding to the phone class \( i \) from the training data set, \( q \) is the selected phone segment number of training data in each class. Then, the
selected phone segment of the phone class $p_i$ can be written as

$$A_{p_i} = [p_i, 1, p_i, 2, \ldots, p_i, q],$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $A_{p_i}$ is the selected phone segment of the phone class $i$ and $q$ is sixty in this work. The frame length of $p_i, x$ is about five to thirty. In every phone segment $p_i, x$, three frames $f_j$ are randomly selected after cutting the start and last 10% of frames of the phone segment, that is

$$p_i, x = [f_{i, x, 1}, f_{i, x, 2}, f_{i, x, 3}].$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

To support noise reduction, we also select the noisy samples $A_{sil,SNR}$ from the nonspeech segment with the SNR levels of 5dB/15dB, 0dB/10dB and -5dB/5dB for acoustic samples. The audio dictionary $A_a$ can be written as

$$A_a = [A_{p_1}, \ldots, A_{p_{18}}, A_{sil,5dB}, \ldots, A_{sil,−5dB}].$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

We create an audio dictionary $A_a$ and a corresponding visual dictionary $A_v$ for calculating audio and visual SR features. Because we have only one noise level for visual samples, we select the visual noise samples $A_{sil,noise}$ three times to keep the length of visual dictionary as same as the audio dictionary.

$$A_v = [A_{v_{p_1}}, \ldots, A_{v_{p_{18}}}, A_{sil,noise}^v, \ldots, A_{sil,noise}^v].$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Finally, a multi-stream dictionary $A_{av}$ consisting of audio and visual samples is obtained by integrating the audio dictionary $A_a$ and the visual dictionary $A_v$.

Figure 1 shows four types of multi-stream dictionary. These dictionaries (AV01,..., AV04) are used to evaluate the interaction of audio and visual modalities when we solve the audio-visual sparse representation problem. An experiment was performed to evaluate the interaction of audio and visual when the audio-visual SR problem is solved.

![Figure 1: The construction of audio-visual dictionary matrix.](image)

![Figure 2: The influence of dictionary construction.](image)

Figure 2 shows the results of this experiment to investigate the influence of dictionary construction with the joint sparsity model (proposed method 3). The classical and gaussian data set was utilized in this experiment. From the results, we can know that AV04 gets the best recognition accuracy, especially in the SNR 10dB and 5dB. Therefore, the dictionary of AV04 was chosen to perform our experiments.

In this paper, we investigated four methods to obtain audio-visual SR features. Method 1 and 2 have already been proposed in [5], to compare with the proposed methods, we introduce them briefly. Method 3 and 4 are the proposed methods in this paper.

### 4.2. Method 1: Late Feature Fusion

In this method, firstly, audio SR features and visual SR features are created separately. To create the audio SR features $y_{sr}^a$, we use the audio dictionary $A_a$ and solve the equation $y_a = A_a x_a$ with the noise reduction method equations 3 and 7. In the same way, we can obtain the visual SR features $y_{sr}^v$. Then, the two SR features are integrated into audio-visual SR features. Figure 3 depicts the feature extraction process. In this figure, the most left-hand graph shows the extraction method used in this subsection.

$$y_{sr}^a = A_a x_a$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$y_{sr}^v = A_v x_v$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$y_{sr}^{av} = ((y_{sr}^a)^T, (y_{sr}^v)^T)^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

### 4.3. Method 2: Late Feature Fusion (w/t weight)

The second left graph in figure 3 illustrates how the audio-visual SR features of this method can be obtained. Firstly, we solve the audio and visual SR problems separately as same as method 1. Then, equation 15 is utilized to obtain the audio-visual coefficient $x_{av}$ with $x_a$.
and \( x_v \). \( w \) is an audio stream weighting factor. And the dictionary matrix \( A_{av} \) is constructed with equation 16. Finally, equation 17 is utilized to create the audio-visual SR features with the audio-visual coefficient \( x_{av} \) and the dictionary matrix \( A_{av} \).

\[
x_{av} = x_a \times w + x_v \times (1 - w)
\]

\[
A_{av} = (A_a^T, A_v^T)^T
\]

\[
y_{sr}^{av} = A_{av} x_{av}
\]

4.4. Method 3: Joint Sparsity Model(JSM)

The previous two methods, audio features and visual features were obtained by solving the SR problem respectively. It means that the audio and visual SR can be treated as separated problems, therefore, there are no influences between the two SR features when solving the SR problem. The narrow-band array processing and localization using sparsity model is already known in the literature [8], in which a joint sparsity model was suggested and localization robustness was explored. In this experiment, the integrated audio-visual features \( y_{av} \) and audio-visual dictionary \( A_{av04} \) was used to solve the SR problem \( y_{av} = A_{av04} x_{av} \).

\[
x_{av} = x_a \times w + x_{av04} \times (1 - w)
\]

\[
y_{sr}^{av} = A_{av04} x_{av}^{av}
\]

4.5. Method 4: Feature Fusion(w/t weight & JSM)

Method 3 treats audio and visual with no discrimination when solve the SR problem. Because the audio signal and visual signal have a huge different contribution to the recognition accuracy, the results of method 3 will be affected because of the difference. An audio-only adaptation / multimodal visual adaptation method [9] investigated the multimodal visual adaptation, it showed the effectiveness of using multi-modal visual adaptation instead of visual adaptation. In this experiment, we extend the joint sparsity model by replacing the visual coefficient \( x_v \) with audio-visual coefficient \( x_{av} \) to match our needs.

The most right-hand graph in figure 3 illustrates how the audio-visual SR features can be obtained. Firstly, we solve the audio-visual SR problem with the audio-visual dictionary as same as method 3 to obtain an audio-visual coefficient \( x_{av04} \), and solve the audio SR problem to obtain an audio coefficient \( x_a \). Then, equation 18 is utilized to obtain the audio-visual coefficient \( x_{av}^{av} \) with \( x_a \) and \( x_{av04} \). \( w \) is the audio stream weighting factor. Finally, with the equation 19, the new audio-visual SR features can be obtained.

\[
x_{av}^{av} = x_a \times w + x_{av04} \times (1 - w)
\]

\[
y_{sr}^{av} = A_{av04} x_{av}^{av}
\]

5. Experiments

In this work, we created audio-visual SR features \( y_{sr}^{av} \) for both training data and test data. Then, models were learned using the training data. The test data was used to evaluate the proposed methods. For methods 2 and 4, we changed the weight \( w \) from 0.1 to 1.0 with 0.1 steps to obtain the best recognition accuracy.

Figure 4 shows the recognition accuracies for audio-visual SR features of the proposed methods. The baseline results of CENSREC-1-A V , which is a standard audio-visual ASR system, and method 1 and 2 results are also included for comparison. In these experiments two audio and two visual noises were prepared. For the classical and gaussian data set, we can know that method 3 obtained better accuracy than method 1, but for the expressway and Salt&Pepper data set, method 1 obtained better accuracy. The audio-only recognition results [5] showed that with the SR method, the accuracy of expressway in -5dB can be improved from 49.11% to 85.23%, however, the classical data set in 10dB, the accuracy can be improved from 49.84% to 79.34% due to non-stationary noise. And the visual-only of Salt&Pepper and gaussian can only be improved 8.5% and 6.96% respectively. We can see that,
when the difference of the two streams recognition accuracy is large, method 3 is not a robust method. In contrast, when the difference is smaller, method 3 is better than method 1.

From the results of method 4, the best recognition accuracy was obtained when the weight is 1.0 in 15dB, 0.7 in 10dB and 0.7 in 5dB for the classical and gaussian data set, and they are 0.7 (5dB, 0dB and -5dB) for the expressway and Salt&Pepper data set. Compared with method 2, method 4 improved the performance on both data sets, achieved 1.28% for classical and gaussian data set in 5dB, and 1.01% for expressway and Salt&Pepper data set in -5dB. Method 4 uses audio-visual coefficients instead of visual coefficients to calculate the SR features. Therefore, the classification accuracy using the joint sparsity model and audio-only is better than using audio-only and visual-only.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we focus on audio-visual ASR system with an SR noise reduction framework to create a robust ASR system. Then, we proposed a joint sparsity feature fusion method which uses audio-visual interaction to improve the traditional feature fusion method. The experiment results showed that the joint sparsity model is an effectiveness method to create audio-visual SR features. For future work, there are still some work need to do to improve the current method and simplify the complexity of the system to create real-time system.
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